
Bike Security Advice and Guidance  

Introduction  
 
Bike theft in Nottingham is on the increase as more people start cycling. Most increases are being seen around the Universities, Hospitals and the City Centre. This creates a 
major barrier to cycling growth and it has been agreed that the Police, City Council, Ucycle teams in the Universities and Hospitals and the Greater Nottingham Transport 
Partnership will work together to increase bike security, detection of thefts and recovery of stolen bikes.  
 
As part of this collaboration it has been agreed that guidance should be provided to cyclists regarding bike security, that this guidance will be at the centre of a publicity 
campaign to increase cycle security and that a lead be given with all the organisations putting the guidance into practice. This document provides the standard guidance to all 
partners in order that:  
 

 they provide at least a minimum standard of cycle security on their cycle fleets  

 it can be used on their websites and in their own publicity  

 we have a common base for the bike security PR campaign and the systems we will use to promote and deliver improved cycle security 
 
Security products, locks and manufacturers are continually changing and quality standards are not universal, there may also be commercial implications of recommending 
one model or manufacturer over another without thorough, scientific and standards assessment. Thus this guidance is provided to help decisions to be made by cyclists by 
giving sound general advice and, where appropriate, guidance on technical standards.  
 
The partnership has decided to use the CREMARK marking system and the Immobilize registration system on its loan bikes and pool bikes and promoting them with some 
free offers from time to time. There is no doubt there are a number of good products available but our decision was based on the systems being:  
 

 promoted by a leading lock manufacturer  

 priced reasonably for most cyclists  

 social networking potential for the cycling community  

 having marks/tags that are readable or traceable by all Notts Police, hence the police can see whether a cycle is stolen or lost and can trace the owner 
 

So how big a problem is this?  
 
In the UK, a bicycle is stolen every minute and less than 5% of those are returned to their owners. The latest International Crime Victim Survey estimates that cyclists are more likely 
to have their bikes stolen than motorcyclists their motorcycle or car owners their car. So it’s not surprising that cycle theft is found to be the single greatest deterrent to cycle use 
after fears concerning road safety. There are two kinds of theft related to bicycles:  
 



 Theft of the cycle frame and its components  

 Theft of components and accessories such as lights, seats and wheels. As bicycles are of composite construction they are particularly vulnerable to component theft, especially 
‘quick release’ features  

 
Despite the high incidence of cycle theft, much goes unreported to the police. This makes understanding the problem of bicycle theft difficult as police data typically under-
represents the problem. This is illustrated by data from the International Crime Victim Survey (2000), which shows that across the 17 countries surveyed, on average only 56% of 
bicycle thefts were reported to the police. Similarly, in England and Wales, a comparison of police recorded statistics with estimates from the British Crime Survey (BCS) suggests a 
four-fold difference in the extent of the reported problem.  
 
In Nottinghamshire there are around 2 thefts for every 1000 of population. That’s about middling for the UK outside of London but in The City of Nottingham police have seen a 
doubling of thefts from mid-2011 and they are giving bike crime a higher priority.  
 

Secure your bike - Lock it or Lose it! 

 
With your help we can beat cycle theft and help to continue to build a cycling friendly city. We’re working hard on your behalf – a partnership of local organisations* has put 
together a comprehensive plan to help to deter bike thefts. In addition, Nottingham’s Cycling Action Plan – which sets out Nottingham’s ambitions as a cycling city – has a strong 
commitment to increase the number of cycle trips whilst reducing the number of cycle thefts. Once you’ve got in the saddle then it’s important to make sure that you keep your bike 
safe and secure. There are five easy steps you can take to make sure your bike is secure: 
 

1. Always secure your bike, even at home. 
 

As the majority of bicycle thefts are opportunist ones, it is essential that, no matter how long you leave your bike for, you take adequate precautions to ensure that your bike is still 
there when you return. Lock it up, no matter how short a period of time you intend to be away for. Even if it is visible from where you are, you should remember that a person riding 
a bike is faster than the person running after them! Lock it to something immovable and solid; leave it in a busy, public place where there is less opportunity for a thief to work 
unnoticed. Storing your bike in a secure location – a garage, shed or one of Nottingham’s Cycle Hubs will provide greater security than if you leave it locked to railings. 
 

2. Use two alarmed cable locks or preferably hardened locks such as D locks to at least Silver secure standard. 
 
Spend a suitable amount of money on a good quality lock – you do get what you pay for and Police guidelines suggest that you spend approximately 10% of the value of your bike on 
a lock to secure it. Don’t be fooled by cheap locks that appear to look substantial. Using good quality D locks to Silver Secure standard on the frame and onto both the front and rear 
wheel can be a significant deterrent and will increase the security of your bike. Some insurance policies may stipulate the use of certain kinds/brands/models of lock to qualify for 
insurance so if you have your bike insured make sure that the lock you buy won’t invalidate your insurance policy. 
 
 
 



3. Take quick release items with you like wheels, lights and seat. 
 
There are certain parts and accessories which can be easily taken and, although quick release parts are handy, if you can’t secure any such parts and equipment like removable lights 
and panniers, take them with you. The inconvenience of losing a part is irritating and the cost of replacement can be very high. 
 

4. Permanently mark your bike for identification, we recommend CREMARK. 
 
Marking or tagging your bike won’t stop a determined thief, but a very visible indication that it has been registered does act as a deterrent. Plus, if the police recover your stolen bike 
they can ensure it gets back to you. Some markings like Smartwater or computer chips in the bike frame alone are not visible but can ensure it gets back to you in the event of 
recovery – but by themselves they act as no deterrent, so make sure there is a rugged label or visible marking on the bike telling potential thieves that it is traceable. In the event of a 
bike being stolen some safety products use social networking to trace the stolen bike amongst the cycling and law enforcement communities. 
 
Make sure your bike is marked and labelled. CREMARK is recommended by our partners as an effective means of marking your bike. If you’re using CREMARK on your bike read our 
guidance notes in Appendix 2. 
 

5. Immediately - register it on a property database for free - Love it, log it! 
 
Register your bike through schemes like Immobilize. This means that if the police recover your stolen bike they can ensure it gets back to you, so get your bike registered as soon as 
possible. It only takes a few minutes to set up and could really pay dividends in the event of theft. 
 
*Partners include Nottingham City Council, Sustrans, Nottingham Trent University, the University of Nottingham, Nottingham University NHS Trust, the Greater Nottingham Transport 
Partnership, Broxtowe Borough Council and the Nottinghamshire Police. 

Appendix 1 Always secure your bike, even at home.  

At home  
 
If you have the space then storing your bike inside your home overnight is likely to be the safest security option. Many insurance companies will only cover you if you store 
your bike indoors overnight. If you have limited space, ask your local bike retailer about in-door space-saving storage solutions. Parking your bike in a shed or garage can be 
risky, but you can take measures to improve their security: several companies sell tough anchors that either bolt directly to the floor or wall or can be installed into concrete. 
They come complete with the tools you need to install them. Never leave your bike outside in a back garden or yard, unless you have a cycle anchor or another secure object 
to secure it to. Ensure that the gate is locked each evening. Many cycle thefts occur from bikes left in the rear yards or gardens. Invest in a shed or garage alarms available 
from DIY Retailers.  
 



Street Parking  
 
On the street, it’s generally best to use cycle parking stands if these are available. Look for secure, immovable cycle parking. Make sure the parking is bolted securely or 
embedded into the ground. It should ideally be possible for you to lock both your frame and your wheels to the stand – parking that only allows your front wheel to be 
locked should be avoided as thieves can remove your front wheel and make off with the rest of your bike. ‘D’ or ‘U’ shaped Sheffield stands will usually allow you to do this, 
but beware of the temptation to only lock your bike through the frame as wheels can be easily removed and stolen. Some new designs encourage double-locking.  
 
If there are no suitable parking stands available, then you can use secure, immovable street furniture. Railings, lamp-posts etc. will usually allow you to lock your bike 
through the frame and one wheel. When choosing such a spot, try to make sure that there is plenty of ‘natural surveillance’ of the site – passing pedestrians, overlooking 
shops or houses and good street lighting. Do make sure that your bike isn’t causing an obstruction to passers-by as it may be removed.  
 

Where Not To Lock Your Bike  
 
It’s never a good idea to settle for inadequate parking, even for the shortest time. Think about bike security. Things to avoid include:  
 

 Dark Alleys - Even if your bike is locked, a thief will have an ideal opportunity to break through your lock.  

 Butterfly racks - Avoid parking that only allows you to secure your front wheel to the stand. Even if you don’t have quick release wheels, it’s very easy for a thief to detach 
your wheel and make off with the rest of your bike. 

 Short posts or even tall posts that a lock can fit over the top of - Your bike will be lifted over the top. Even if there is a sign at the top that your lock can’t fit around, bear 
in mind that a very determined thief could unscrew the sign and lift your bike over, so it’s not a good idea to leave your bike locked to sign post overnight.  

 Drainpipes - Easily shattered.  

 Overnight Parking - Try to avoid leaving your bike anywhere in the city or town centres overnight, even if there is CCTV or adequate lighting. 
 
Determined thieves and not always deterred by such measures.  

Appendix 2 – Use two alarmed cable locks or preferably hardened locks such as Silver Secure D locks  

Choosing a bike lock  
 
You can usually get a good sense of how well a lock will prevent theft by the manufacturer's anti-theft protection plan, if they offer one. Overall, reviewers say a U-lock is 
your best bet over a chain because it provides good security with less bulk to haul around. U-locks also typically come with a mounting bracket to make them more portable, 
but some owners find the mounts to be inadequate and prefer to carry their lock in a bag or over the handlebars. Cable locks are often compared to U-locks or chains in 
tests, where they obviously fail miserably. Still, a cable lock is better than nothing, they can also be used as a secondary lock for the wheels.  



 

Use these tips when it comes to buying and maintaining a bike lock:  
 

 Get a U-lock over a chain; avoid cable locks. U-locks are most often recommended in reviews for their combination of strength and portability. Chains are a good option 
for securing several bikes together, but they are heavy and not as easy to transport as U-locks. Manufacturers tout several shapes of link material (round, square or six-
sided) that they say repel the teeth of a bolt cutter, but a large enough bolt cutter can bite onto any shape chain.  

 Look for hardened steel. The basic idea is to use steel as hard as the hacksaw blade or bolt cutters that thieves use. A hardened lock casing is needed to repel attack with 
a drill bit. Based on reviews, it's clear (although unfortunate for cyclists) that strength and weight are inexorably linked.  

 Look for a sturdy mounting bracket. This ensures you can carry the U-lock on your bike rather than in a backpack.  

 Get at least two keys. Most bike locks come with at least two keys, but three or four keys aren't uncommon. This lets you leave one key at home in a secure place in case 
you lose the primary key. Some keys are lighted, which is helpful for night rides.  

 Reviewers also like sliding dust covers that protect the keyhole. A layer of protective plastic that keeps the lock from scratching your bike is another nice feature. With 
chains, the better models come in a nylon sock that prevents scratching.  

 A snug fit is better. A slack chain or too-large U-lock leaves room between the bike and a post -- enough room for someone with a crowbar to begin an assault. There are 
"noose"-style chains that include a larger link at one end that slides over the smaller links, so the chain can be drawn tight.  

 Consider two U-locks, or a U-lock and a chain lock. Most U-locks will fit around your frame and rear wheel, but your bike seat and front wheel are still easy to access. 
Consider exchanging your quick-release bike seat post for one that locks, and adding a secondary lock to protect the front wheel.  

 Look at the in-house and independent rating systems.  
 
They give you a relative idea of how the manufacturer positions its own products. Independent testers, meanwhile, use a variety of scales, such as Sold Secure, an English 
company that uses gold, silver and bronze ratings, or the ART Foundation, a Dutch company that judges locks on a four-point scale, with four-plus being their best rating. For 
others, like Classe SRA (an independent tester from France), its pass or fail: locks either have their stamp of approval or they don't.  
 

What lock is best for you? How to use them to keep your bike as secure as possible?  
 
It is essential that you have a good quality lock for your bike and that you never leave it unlocked in a public place, even for the shortest time. It takes seconds for a thief to 
ride away with your bike. Sometimes bikes are stolen purely as a means of transport, so even the oldest bike left insecure outside a shop for a few minutes is at risk. Some 
locks may look good quality but you basically get what you pay for. Some D locks, for example, may look robust, but are mostly made up of a thick layer of plastic with only a 
very thin metal core – easy for a cycle thief to twist off or to cut through.  
 

How much to spend on your Lock? How to prolong its lifespan? 
  
It’s generally advised to spend at least 10% of the value of your bike on a lock, and, if you can, to use two different types of lock to deter thieves. The mechanism itself may 
be operated either by key or by a dial type combination. Combination mechanisms are only as secure as the combination number. If a lock does not feature a user settable 



combination, ensure that you remove the label that reveals that number! Key locks, in reality are less convenient than combinations because they require a certain amount 
of maintenance (lubrication) and people are prone to losing the keys! However, key operated locks do tend to be more secure than combination locks.  
 
Locks are generally sold with two keys; always keep your spare key in a safe place in case your key is lost or stolen, and keep a note of your key number (this should be on the 
key itself or come with the lock when you buy it) so you can replace it if all else fails. Always take good care of your lock and key – treatment such as leaving your lock 
outdoors for prolonged periods can take its toll and if your lock breaks, you may find it very difficult to rescue your bike.  
 
Cable and armoured locks most commonly have their mechanism attached directly to one end of the cable with a clasp pin on the other. Chain locks may have a mechanism 
attached but more commonly have a separate padlock of some sort.  
  
There is very little truth in the myth that round keys are more secure than flat keys and in the case of many cheap round key locks, the mechanism is relatively easy to force.  

 
Types of Lock  
 
Shackle Locks ('D' or 'U' Locks)  
 
These are heavy rigid steel locks in a D or U shape, generally very heavy and tough-looking. The more you pay, the stronger and secure it will be. D locks range from around 
£20-£80. They can be heavy (over 1kg) although many come with a mounting bracket so that you can attach your lock to your bike frame whilst riding. They can be limiting in 
that they will not fit around all street furniture, for example lamp posts.  
 
When you lock up, try to fit the stand, the rim of one of the wheels and the frame into the D. By securing your wheel as well you’ll not only make it harder for thieves to take, 
but there’ll also be less space in the D which will prevent thieves from inserting bars or jacks to lever the lock. It’s best to angle the lock so that the opening is facing down. 
This prevents thieves from pouring in substances such as glue to prevent the owner from being able to retrieve the bike, giving them the chance to force the bike later.   
 
Shackle locks consist of two parts, the mechanism housing and a U shaped round bar, the ends of which fasten into the mechanism housing.  
 
The bar should be made of hardened steel to resist cutting, as should the housing that contains the lock mechanism. Highly rated locks are at least 18mm diameter, have a 
parabolic shackle shape, and a square section shackle and double bolt lock mechanism that eliminates any chance of twisting.   
 
Shackle locks can be separated into 2 types: Single and Double mechanisms. Single Mechanism shackle locks anchor one end of the U into the housing and the lock 
mechanism secures the other end. The key will operate the lock at one end of the housing. Double Mechanism shackle locks have a centrally located mechanism with secures 
both ends of the bar independently. The key will operate the lock from a central position (most commonly on the underside) on the housing.  
 
Better quality shackle locks are almost all of the double mechanism type and are harder to penetrate as a result. Both mechanisms would need to be broken for the bar to be 
released.  



A quality shackle lock is one of the most secure types of lock you can buy, however it does have its limitations. They are solid and heavy. This makes transporting them 
difficult and although many come with a mounting bracket to fasten it to your bike whilst riding, these brackets are often inadequate to support the weight of the lock. 
Shackle locks do not tend to be particularly large and as such you need to find something suitable to lock your bike to, e.g. railings. You certainly won't be able to lock your 
bike to a lamppost with one! Similarly, you will be unable to lock the frame and both wheels with just one shackle lock and as such you should consider supplementing your 
shackle lock with a loop ended cable so that you can pass the cable through the front wheel and around a wider range of fixed objects.  
 
Mini U-locks are popular as they’re easy to carry. They’re also difficult to lever (a small shackle’s easy to fill). There is a drawback with "mini" U-locks in that the small stature 
means you can only lock the bike frame to an object—there's no room for also locking wheels so you'll need to use a secondary cable.  
 
Cable Locks  
 
Cable locks can vary enormously in weight and strength. They are more flexible so can be used in situations where a D lock might not fit, but thinner, cheaper versions are 
very easily cut through. However, thicker cable locks can be very secure. However the cables should be of the multi-wound multi "braided" type. A braided cable with many 
thin wire strands is far more difficult to cut than a cable with consists of a lesser number of thicker strands. Many cheaper cable locks consist of the basic cable construction 
whereas better quality cables will feature the finer braided construction.  
 
Cable locks offer the advantage of flexibility. They are easy to wrap around other objects. Even long lengths (up to 6 feet or 1.8m) can be provided in a coiled form such that 
they are easy to carry on your bike. The thicker the total cable diameter, the harder it is to cut but it will also be less flexible and heavier.  
 
For a lock which you intend to carry around, 8 or 10mm diameter should be sufficient although don't be tempted to leave your bike overnight relying solely upon a cable of 
this size.  
 
Armoured Locks  
 
Essentially a cable lock that has a sequence of sliding barrels through which the cable passes. The cable is not visible. The barrels tend to rotate if a thief attempts to saw 
through one, because they can rotate independently of any other barrel "link". Armoured locks are generally more secure than a standard cable lock, but are considerably 
heavier, comparable in weight to chain locks. They are not quite as flexible as either chain or cable locks. Lengths are also limited.  
 
Chains and Padlocks  
 
These can be very heavy and impractical to carry around, but they are very tough and a good quality, hardened heavy-duty chain combined with a couple of good hardened 
padlocks may be the strongest option available. If you need to leave your cycle locked up outside somewhere regularly you might consider leaving your chain locked there 
permanently (though please keep in mind inconvenience to other users).  
 



The type of steel it is made from and the free space within the links determines the strength of the chain. Chains are good at withstanding tensional forces (stretch) but may 
be broken by torsional forces (twisting) by inserting two long levers into the gaps created between links and moving the levers in opposite directions achieve this torsional 
force. Better quality chains will have a  
 
http://www.humberside.police.uk/assets/images/385-medium reduced gap between consecutive links and be of hardened steel.  
 
Chains should prove more secure than cables for longer periods but are considerably heavier. Chains can be virtually any length and because chain collapses into a pile, they 
can take up less space.  
 
Loop Locks (Immobilisers)  
 
A loop lock creates a loop around some rotating part of your bike (generally the wheels), to prevent it from being ridden away. In its crudest form, you can simply wrap a 
chain or cable lock around the rim and tyre which will prevent it from passing through the frame, therefore stopping it from rotating and your bike from being ridden away. 
The disadvantage of this crude method is that you have to still carry the lock as a separate entity.  
 
Genuine loop locks attach directly to your bicycle's frame and are therefore with you wherever you go. To lock the bike, you simply draw the locking bar around and through 
the spokes into the opposite side of the lock.  
 
If you are only going to be away from your bike for a few minutes this is an ideal method of temporary security to prevent an opportunist theft and is actively promoted by 
several Police forces up and down the country. In parts of Europe where bicycle usage is far higher than it is in the UK, virtually all bikes have a loop lock.  
 

Extra Security  
 
D locks and cable locks only allow you to lock the frame and one wheel of your bike, so you may decide to buy 2 D Locks to secure both wheels, or to buy a cable lock to 
secure the second wheel. Alternatively, you could combine your D lock with an ‘extension’ cable – a flexible cable with open loop ends which you can loop through the wheel 
you haven’t locked and secure to the D lock before you lock it.  
 
If you have quick release mechanisms on your bike, it can be very easy for thieves to steal your saddle and wheels. You may wish to replace the quick release mechanisms 
with ordinary bolts or nuts which fit a spanner or allen key; or you can buy special locking nuts which can only be undone with a specially designed version of an allen key 
which is sold with the bolt. If you’re unsure about this, your local bike shop should be able to advise you and fit the replacement if necessary.  

 
Security Accessories  
 
Anchor Points...  

http://www.humberside.police.uk/assets/images/385-medium


 
Secured onto a wall or into the floor provide a fixed point to lock your bike to within a garage or shed. Bikes are commonly stolen from sheds and garages even though they 
have a lock on them, just not locked to anything!  
 
Extension Cables...  
 
With open loop ends are available to extend virtually any form of bicycle lock but are most commonly used with Shackle Locks to allow the front wheel to be locked and for 
the bike to be locked to larger objects.  
 
Locking Wheel Skewers...  
 
Replace the quick release skewers fitted to many bike wheels to prevent the wheels being stolen.  
 
Seat Leashes...  
 
Are smaller diameter short lengths of cable that can be used to prevent your saddle and seat pin being stolen if your bike is fitted with a quick release seat binder bolt.  
 
Disc Locks...  
 
Like those used on motorbikes can be used as an immobiliser on bikes fitted with disc brakes although care should be taken to ensure that the disc lock is a suitable size for 
your disc. It's not an ideal solution though, as most bicycle discs are relatively thin and could be easily bent or twisted by the disc lock.  

Appendix 4 Permanently mark your bike for identification, we recommend CREMARK 

CREMARK - http://www.creproducts.co.uk/shop/default.asp  
  
Is it easy to use? 
Yes, anyone who can write can use the CREMARK system. CREMARK enables you to put a durable security mark on your possessions and then seal that mark with a dusting 
coat of quick drying protective lacquer. You can mark your bike with your personal details including your address, email or mobile phone number. 
Can the CREMARK be removed from an item? 
As with any marking system it can be removed, but it is difficult to do so without damaging the surface of the item the 'MARK' has been placed on. This makes it quite 
obvious the item has been tampered with and reduces its value to a thief. Marked items have very little appeal to thieves as they have to sell them to someone else who 
then sells the property on. These people are known as Fences, FENCES will not touch anything that is marked, traceable and especially has the words "Stolen From" on the 
item, and so by marking your possessions overtly with CREMARK, it will deter thieves from stealing your items in the first place.  



How many items will one kit mark? 
Each kit will mark up to 40 items  
But can't I do it myself with a permanent marker? 
Yes, but some permanent markers will not work on all plastics and despite what the name may suggest most permanent markers can actually be removed very quickly and 
easily without damaging the item, using alcohol based products.  
I thought UV/Invisible marker pens were the things to use? 
For years the Home Office and Police have recommended marking of possessions with UV (Ultra Violet) markers, but unfortunately UV marked items offer no deterrent to a 
thief. You can't see it!! And unfortunately today's police forces do not have the resource to look at every item on sale thoroughly for UV markings.  
What happens if I move? 
Draw a line through the original postcode and re-write the new postcode on it. Police will check all postcodes marked on an item to locate the lawful owner, if necessary.  
So won’t the thief do this as well? 
No, they cannot risk getting caught with stolen property and to carry out this procedure would take them too much time.  
What do I do if I want to sell my marked items? 
Realistically, how many people sell drills sanders or jigsaws? Most get run into the ground and thrown out.  
Can I use the marking system on porcelain or antiques? 
We would recommend that you use an alternative system on these items (Please contact CRE Products for technical advice on alternative methods of securing these items)  
Will the system work on wood? 
Yes, it works very well on wooden handles of tools.  
How long will the kit be useable for? 
The kit has been designed to last and as long as you replace the pen cap and empty the spray nozzle (as instructed on the can) it will not dry up and continue working each 
time you need to mark any newly purchased items. 
 

Other marking systems available: 
 
Smart Water - http://www.easily-done.co.uk/smartwater.htm 
Invisible liquid marking system with stickers to apply – we consider the stickers we have seen to date may not be sufficiently strong to provide a good marl/tag.  
Smartwater is a property marking liquid, which can be used to mark items of value in the home. It's virtually invisible to the naked eye but can be identified and forensically 
tested from just a tiny sample. Smartwater can be issued to a family property or to each individual in a shared property and one bottle is sufficient for around 60 
applications. Each bottle is unique and once registered on to a national database can be traced directly to you from anywhere in the UK. If you live in the Nottingham City 
boundary, or pay your Council Tax to Nottingham City Council, you can obtain Smartwater FREE of charge. You can arrange to get Smartwater through your local Police Beat 
Team, to find yours visit the Nottinghamshire Police website and search for your postcode on the home page.  
 

 
 

http://www.easily-done.co.uk/smartwater.htm


Bike Shepherd ID Stickers - http://www.bikeshepherd.org/  
Register a bike on Bike Shepherd and then tiny, traceable, tamper-proof tags are attached to your bike and can be read by anybody with a smart phone and a scanner. 
Visible, not easily removable. Users of the system can be alerted when a bike has been stolen in their area; if they spot a stickered bike matching the description of a stolen 
bike, they can use a smart phone application to read the QR code on it to check if it is stolen. The company is developing a university campus specific system. If it is stolen it 
will be delivered to a social networking community using a Stolen Bike Alert Program. Type a serial number of a stolen bike into Google and you will find it at the top of the 
Google Search results. 
 

Bike Register - https://www.bikeregister.com 
Etched, visible frame marking – this kit holds the Police Approved 'Secured By Design' badge and consists of:  

1. Permanent, visible etched mark on the frame of the bike  
2. A Bikeregister warning label  
3. Lifetime registration on our Police Approved database  
4. A logbook printed off for the owner’s account on Bikeregister website  
5. A secure online account where owners can amend bike or address details  
 

Alpha Dot - http://www.alpha-dot.co.uk/  
Alpha Dot is the world’s first microdot marking system. Thousands of tiny dots, easily applied and permanent, can be applied to anything you own to make sure you, the 

rightful owner, can be found and your property recovered. Alpha Dot marks every part of your cycle, from pedals to saddle, gears to frame and the police only need to find 

one tiny dot to get your cycle back, but the thief has to find and remove them all, an almost impossible task.  

Immobitag - http://www.immobilise.com/promotional_materials.html  
ImmobiTag, an easy-to-fit electronic tag that's embedded into the bike frame. ImmobiTag is linked to all UK Police forces, protecting bikes for their lifetime. Designed to fit 

bikes with standard diameter seat post tubes (25mm to 30mm diameter). Police need the tag reader and the seat post needs to be removed to enable the tag to be read.  

Datatag - http://www.datatag.co.uk/bicycles.php   
Electronic tag inserted into bike frame. Glass Tag - this transponder is roughly the size of a grain of rice and can be easily installed. It contains a unique code number that is 

permanently programmed into its integrated circuit. The number cannot be altered or deleted. More concealable than Immobitag, and you don't need to dismantle bike to 

read it. Police will need a reader to return stolen bikes.  

Appendix 5 Register it on a property database for free - Love it, log it! www.immobilise.com  

And do it as soon as you get your bike. 

https://www.bikeregister.com/
http://www.datatag.co.uk/bicycles.php

